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lilhLanian P:irly Dccl11n:s Independence
The J.ithuanian part)''s declaration of independence from the
Communist Part)' of the Soi·iet Union )'esterdaJ' tt•i// accelerate
centr.fugal tendencies in the national part)' and reduce the authorit)' of
partl' leaders, but l'tfosco""s response probably K'ill be more bark than
bire.l
\

6.2(d)

The decision. by an 855 to 160 \'Ole, flouts the CPSU Central
ConM1iuee's insistence ,m a unified national party and the intense
pressure from the Politburo. including a personal appeal by President
Gorbachev. In the debate before the vote. several ethnic Russian
delegates opposed complete independence. arguing instead for greater
autonomy within the Soviet party.\
\
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Comment: Gorbache\· and other national pany leaders undoubtedly
arc concerned about the blow to their authority and the failure of ·
Lithuanian party boss Brazauskas to get a compromise. Gorbachev
may come under pressure from his right to reply harshly. perhaps bv
incrc1sing the presence and visibility of troops in the republic.LI_ _ _
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The l:adership probably will be restrained, however. wanting to
retain some influc.-ncc O\'Cr Lithuanian politics. It could strip the
ma,·erick party of such benefits as having a \'Oicc in national party
decis onmaking and the use of national party buildings. property, and
print: ng facilities.

6.2(d)

A resirained response probably will encourage republic parties in
Estoria, Latvia. Georgia, and perhaps Armenia to follow the
Lithuanian example before republic elections next spring. This may
brea11e life into some republic parties but will further reduce
Moscow's control in the non-Russian republics. It is also likely to
increase the confidence of other nationalists that they can achieve
subsuntial gains through persistent and peaceful action
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c-.--~-~----~--~~~as many as 20 percent of

Lithuanian party members, mainly ethnic Russians and Poles, will
choo!e to stay in the CPSU, adding to ethnic tensions in the republic.
A similar split may occur in other republic parties that opt for
inderendence.I
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